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Abstract
As moving to big data world where data is increasing in unstructured way with high velocity, there is a need of data-store to store this bundle amount of data. Traditionally, relational databases are used which are now not compatible to handle this large amount of data, so it is needed to move on to non-relational data-stores. In the current study, we have proposed an extension of the MongoDB architecture to support FMQL by integrating a software layer on MongoDB translating FMQL queries to corresponding F-XML queries. Flexible queries have been done in the oriented-document database (MongoDB) by using fuzzy xml commands in the document-centric (MongoDB) injected uncertainty and expressed this commands based on F-XML and by using uncertainty. We used the fuzzy properties to improve query in the document-oriented database (MongoDB) and we showed the Position of the proposed method by the implementation and evaluation of a case study.
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1. Introduction
In the last few years, usage of NOSQL database has been spread in different sectors because of their ability to deal with new requirements of applications. NOSQL DBs present new storage architectures that provide high scalability, availability and fast retrieval requirements for managing unstructured and partially structured data [1]. Many NOSQL DBs are open source and they are cheaper per terabyte than traditional DBs. The DBs are more appropriate for the web based data [2]. According to the type of data storage, NOSQL databases are divided into four categories:
- Key-value: Key-value Databases are constituted by a simple data model and data is stored corresponding to key-values [3]. Data is organized as an associative array of entries consisting of key-value pairs. Few popular key-value data stores are Riak, Berkeley DB, Voldemort and Redis [4].
- Column-oriented: Column Oriented Databases store groups of related data into the family column and rows with many columns are associated with a row key. Each record can differ in the number of columns stored, and columns nested inside other columns are called super columns. This database type is extremely scalable and works well with more complex datasets [5]. In distinction from the conventional row representation, the column-oriented representation is much
more efficient in the execution of OLAP queries [6]. The examples of NOSQL DBMS based on column storage, we can mention to the big table, Cassandra, etc.

- Graph-oriented: A graph data model is at the heart of graph-oriented databases. In some applications, the relationships between objects are even more important than the objects themselves. Relationships may be either static or dynamic. Graph databases are also popular for implementing access control and authorization subsystems for applications that serve millions of end users. Neo4j is an example of this type of database [7].

- Documents-oriented: This model is versioned documents that are collections of other key-value collections. The semi-structured documents are stored in formats like JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) or Binary JSON (BSON). Among the NOSQL DBMS oriented-document, we can mention to the MongoDB, CouchDB, etc. [8].

Specific databases have been designed to handle such data relying on big dense network structures, especially within the NOSQL world. These databases are built to remain robust against huge volumes of data against their heterogeneous nature and the high speed of the treatments applied to them, thus coping with the so called Big Data paradigm [9].

To save this type of data as well as complex data in everyday life, one should use a new type of database to hold the complex data and are able to cope with uncertainty of this data. That is why the uncertainty of fuzzy query is used [5].

Fuzzy database is a database which is able to cope with uncertain or incomplete information using fuzzy logic [10, 11]. Fuzzy attribute is an attribute, which can get its amounts from a fuzzy set, such as age which can acquire being old, young, middle-age or such as height which can be tall, short, medium and etc. [12, 13]. The reflected answers of the queries in the fuzzy database emphasize answered with a membership degree in a domain of [0, 1] [14]. Therefore in this paper, we used document-oriented database Mongo and we have been added the agent fuzzy to MongoDB commands and proper grammar is expressed in this database. We have proposed an extension of the MongoDB architecture to support FMQL by integrating a software layer on MongoDB translating FMQL queries to corresponding F-XML queries. Flexible queries have been done in the document-oriented database (MongoDB) by using fuzzy xml commands in the document-centric (MongoDB) injected uncertainty and expressed this commands based on F-XML and by using uncertainty.

In the second part of the paper, related works are reviewed. The proposed method of the paper to present fuzzy queries with MongoDB syntax and fuzzy XML tags and a new architecture of MongoDB to mapping FMQL to F-XML is described in third section. The fourth part presents a case study. We finish the paper with a conclusion and a presentation of some future works.

2. Related Works

Recently, there have been several works on modeling fuzzy data and working on object-oriented database and relational database but in non-relational databases because of the novelty of a wide surveys have not been conducted.

In the mapping relational database to XML, [15] have proposed a process of defining syntax and implementing of mapping relational database to XML. An application solution that enables usage of the fuzzy logic constructs with XML data has been provided. Users
are given a possibility to define the arbitrary membership functions, and their computation is achieved in real time with the usage of the MATLAB software.

The practical side of this implementation and its satisfactory performance has been demonstrated. In the paper [16] focused on modeling fuzzy data with fuzzy data types in the fuzzy databases and fuzzy XML and identified several fuzzy data types, including fuzzy simple data types, fuzzy collection data types and fuzzy defined data types. For the purpose of representing and processing fuzzy data, they elaborated the explicit declarations of the fuzzy data types in the fuzzy OODB model and fuzzy XML Schema, respectively.

In mapping object-oriented database to XML, [17] have proposed a fuzzy grammar in XML to increase the accuracy in fuzzy queries. By applying this approach, a complicated fuzzy query could be handled easily and objects near to the user’s request would be returned more easily. They had presented a new fuzzy grammar for fuzzy queries on the object oriented database. The proposed model of this paper is able to make the necessary influence and the priority of each attribute in query result into allocating weight to the available attributes in the query. As they had observed, the user could find all the required objects through applying the linguistic variables without dealing with the numbers through the proposed model. They had used object and class concepts to define some functions in the class without any need to receive any digital parameters. They could establish the access to the required variables of the class and carried out the operation. Their suggested approach presents a better workability in huge and heavy databases and this grammar facilitates fuzzy queries. In [18] have presented a new fuzzy grammar for fuzzy queries on the object oriented database. The proposed model of this paper has been able to make the necessary influence and the priority of each attribute in query result through allocating weight to the available attributes in the query. As they observed, the user could find all the required objects by applying the linguistic variables without dealing with the numbers through the proposed model. They used object and class concepts to define some functions in the class without any need to receive any digital parameters. They could establish the access to the required variables of the class and carried out the operation. Their suggested approach presented a better workability in huge and heavy databases and this grammar facilitates fuzzy queries.

In the field of non-relational database (NOSQL), [19] proposed a new way of modeling and traversing interconnected data that is unparalleled in the information storage. With the advent of production grade systems such as Neo4j using GDB problems could be addressed without resorting to a limiting implementation on a RDBMS. They only could offer the graph database which has a natural application for biological, semantic, network, and recommender systems that require the type of data model.

In [20] has proposed an invention which could be used in any MongoDB powered application where a schema backed validation is needed before DML operation. Also it would have great use in migration of data from traditional RDBMS to MongoDB and vice versa. When data needs to be migrated, Mongo Schema Validator will be very handy where mschema.xml can be defined as per existing RDBMS table definition. So it will be validated before the data is ported from and to MongoDB application.

In [21] had proposed a 5 phase forensic investigation framework for the document store NOSQL DBMS based on its unique features. Their framework divides the collection or acquisition phase of other more traditional frameworks into a logical evidence acquisition, preservation phase, distributed evidence identification, acquisition, and preservation phase. The logical evidence acquisition and preservation phase included the
schema analysis of the document store NOSQL DBMS. The important evidence in the DBMS such as transaction logs and data files are acquired in the following distributed evidence identification, acquisition and preservation fuzzy.

In [7] considered the current challenges with respect to health data management, a model based on the Document-based databases and Cloud Computing were presented. In order to evaluate the performance of this model compared to previous one, these two models were implemented by using real health data. Considering data-preparation, the new model is capable of storing semi-structured and unstructured data with no preparation need. The new model also has higher flexibility than the former model. The extensibility of the new model is high, while the former model has some limitations in this regard. In [22] built a high-performance OPC XML-DA server, which had achieved effective real-time management to the underlying control system, and improved the industrial on-site data access flexibility, and increased remote access to data from the on-site, and offered an effective solution for industrial real-time control. It had great significance for improving the on-site industrial management.

3. Research Methodology

In this part we explains the research method which contains the definition of FMQL, architecture of FMQL and MongoDB commands categories.

3.1 Fuzzy Mongo Query Language (FMQL)

A description of the fuzzy query language is FMQL that it provided an extension of the MQL to support the flexible queries. Mainly in the development of MQL is used to support the linguistic labels and fuzzy comparators.

We can define a language for the linguistic label, if an attribute supports a fuzzy processing. These tags easily with the symbol (#) before those features will distinguish them. These tags at distances corresponding minimum and maximum values in a database that stores a meta-knowledge have been replaced. For example, in a document-oriented database NOSQL describing the staff, such a normal fuzzy query could be addressed:

```>db.employees.find ({Age: #young, Salary: #well-paid})
```

This query allows to find the young and well-paid staff where “well-paid” and “young” are fuzzy tags described by fuzzy sets.

3.2 Architecture

The implementation of a fuzzy query system can be tackled in two types of architecture [23]: the low coupling and the high coupling. We have chosen the low coupling where new features are integrated through a software layer above the DBMS. The generated MQL queries will be executed by the existing MongoDB engine. Thus, MQL is used as a low level language to achieve fuzzy queries.

Implementation of a fuzzy queries system can be considered as two types of architecture: low connection and high connection: Here we chose connecting low where new features are integrated through a software layer above the DBMS. The produced MQL queries by the available MongoDB engine will run. So, MQL as a low-level language is used to attain the fuzzy query.

An extension of the MongoDB database management system architecture to support flexible data retrieval (fuzzy query) relational database architecture is as following. In this architecture after MongoDB commands categories, the functions of F-XML Syntax
layer are as an interface between fuzzy query modeling in FMQL and query modeling in the Mongo database management system (Figure. 1).

The F-XML Syntax layer is a tool that allows the automatically transition from FMQL query to equipollent F-XML query. The basic idea is that linguistic tags of fuzzy queries replaced the compatible Boolean phrase with MongoDB engine system. This method is by shown thanks of the translations of the layer F-XML Syntax.

![Figure 1. New MongoDB architecture to support fuzziness](image_url)

### 3.3 MongoDB Commands Categories

Grouping of the commands in the document oriented database Mongo has the characteristics and for this reason it does not match to relational database commands category, accordingly we divided MongoDB commands to three categories as follows:

I. Data defining and processing commands such as: insert, update, drop, create, save, use, remove, sort, count distinct limit

II. Data query commands such as: Find

III. Data control and management commands such as: help, show dbs, stats

In the proposed method, uncertainty could be applied by adding a fuzzy (fuzzy label) in this database and fuzzy mapping (MongoDB) showed on F-XML. It should be noted that all orders could not be fuzzy, like control command and data management such as: help, show dbs, stats and data processing as well as part of the defining command such as use. In the following, there is a review of some of these commands are addressed.
I. Data defining and processing commands

MongoDB is a document-centric database which provides high performance, high availability and scalability. MongoDB works on the concept of the document and collection. Accordingly all commands do change and process on data they can insert and create or delete the data in documents and collection.

Some of these commands and syntax proposed in the following tables expressing the fuzzy MongoDB mapping to F-XML. It is needed to use insert () or save () to enter data in a MongoDB. If the collection does not exist in the database, MongoDB creates the collection and then puts the document in it.

To insert data into MongoDB collection, one needs to use MongoDB's insert () or save () method. In the inserted document, if we don't specify the _id parameter, then MongoDB assigns a unique Object for this document.

Here users dealing with fuzzy characteristics rather than species that can determine the exact value of each attributes, the use of linguistic variables, FMQL here by adding # to express any attribute MQL fuzzy stems. Syntax of insert with label of F-XML is expressed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntax Command</th>
<th>MQL</th>
<th>FMQL</th>
<th>FXXML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Insert         | >db.<COLLECTION_NAME>.insert(document) | >db.<COLLECTION_NAME>.insert({e MongoDB expression: #Value}) | <ClassName> <Object> 
|                |     |      | <AName>AValue</AName> 
|                |     |      | > <µ>[0,1] <µ> | ------ 
|                |     |      | </Object> </ClassName> |

Remove () method is used in MongoDB to remove a document from the collection. If you don't specify deletion criteria, then MongoDB will delete whole documents from the collection. This is equivalent of SQL's truncate command.

MongoDB's db.collection.drop () is used to drop a collection from the database. MongoDB db.dropDatabase () command is used to drop an existing database. This will delete the selected database. If any database is selected, then it will delete default 'test' database. Syntax of Delete is expressed in the Table 2.
Table 2. Syntax of Delete

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>MQL</th>
<th>FMQL</th>
<th>FXML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>1)&gt;db.COLLECTION_NAME remove(DELLETION_CRITERIA)</td>
<td>1)&gt;db. COLLECTION_NAME E. remove ( {expression, #Value} )</td>
<td>&lt;ClassName&gt;&lt;Delete&gt;&lt;from&gt;&lt;class name=&quot;CName&quot;/&gt;&lt;/from&gt;&lt;where&gt;&lt;AName=&quot;AValue&quot;=[0,1]&quot;/&gt;&lt;/where&gt;&lt;/Delete&gt;&lt;/ClassName&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2)&gt;db.COLLECTION_NAME drop()</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3)db.dropDatabase()</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To sort documents in MongoDB, you need to use sort () method. The method accepts a document containing a list of fields along with their sorting order. Order of 1 and -1 are used to specify sorting. 1 is used for ascending order while -1 is used for descending order. If you don't specify the sorting preference, then sort () method will display the documents in ascending order. Syntax of Sort is described in Table 3.

Table 3. Syntax of Sort

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>MQL</th>
<th>FMQL</th>
<th>FXML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sort</td>
<td>&gt;db.COLLECTION_NAME. find().sort({KEY:1})</td>
<td>&gt;db.COLLECTION_NAME. find ( {expression, #Value} ). sort({KEY:1})</td>
<td>&lt;xsl:sort select=&quot;expression&quot; lang=&quot;language-code&quot; data-type=&quot;text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MongoDB's update () and save () methods are used to update document into a collection. The update () method updates the values in the existing document while the
save() method replaces the existing document with the document passed in save() method. Syntax of Update is expressed in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntax Command</th>
<th>MQL</th>
<th>FMQL</th>
<th>FXML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Update</td>
<td>&gt;db.COLLECTION_NAME E. update (SELECTION_CRITERIA , UPDATED_DATA)</td>
<td>&gt;db.COLLECTION_NAME E. update ( {expression: #Value }, {set: AName: &quot;NewAValue&quot; } <code>{ New expression: #NewValue}</code> )</td>
<td>&lt;ClassName&gt; &lt;Update&gt; &lt;Where AName&quot; AValue&quot; μ=&quot;[0,1]&quot;&gt; &lt;Set AName= &quot;NewAValue&quot; μ=&quot;New{0,1}&quot;/&gt; &lt;/Update&gt;&lt;/ClassName&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In MongoDB, it need not to create collection. MongoDB creates collection automatically, when some document is inserted. Collection-Name only required field when creating the collection. Creating a document could not be fuzzy. Creating syntax is expressed in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntax Command</th>
<th>MQL</th>
<th>FMQL</th>
<th>FXML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create</td>
<td>&gt;db.createcollection( &quot;CollectionName&quot;, {capped:Boolean, autoIndexID:Boolean, size:Number, max:Number} )</td>
<td>---- ----</td>
<td>&lt;ClassName&gt; &lt;attribute name=&quot;AName&quot; type=&quot;nvarchar&quot; unique=&quot;true/false&quot; notnull=&quot;true/false&quot;/&gt; &lt;attribute name=&quot;μ&quot; type=&quot;decimal&quot; notnull=&quot;true/false&quot;/&gt; ---- &lt;/ClassName&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. Data query commands

In MongoDB for querying data, find() method is used which include the most workload for a user who works with the MongoDB. This command, along with several commands that are within the scope of this command is caused to widespread use of this command.
The command is express in Table 6. Find () method shows all documents in the unstructured way. FindOne () method is used to display a document.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntax Command</th>
<th>MQL</th>
<th>FMQL</th>
<th>FXML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Select</td>
<td>&gt;db. COLLECTION_NAME find()</td>
<td>&gt;db. COLLECTION_NAME find({expression, #Value})</td>
<td>&lt;sql&gt; &lt;query&gt; &lt;select&gt; &lt;attribute name=&quot;AName&quot; /&gt; --- &lt;/select&gt; &lt;from&gt; &lt;class name=&quot;CName&quot; /&gt; &lt;/from&gt; &lt;where&gt; &lt; AName =&quot; AValue &quot; =&quot; [0,1] &quot; /&gt; &lt;/where&gt; &lt;/query&gt; &lt;/sql&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. Data control and management commands

As it explained above, the categories in MongoDB could not be fuzzy. The following cases are including data management and control commands in MongoDB:

- **show**
  
  Show dbs command displays the list of databases.

- **Help**
  
  This command displays a list of MongoDB commands and syntax of this command is as follows:
  
  >db.help()

- **Statistics**
  
  Type the command db.stats() in MongoDB client to find statistics of the Mongo server. The order of the list includes the database name, number of collections and documents in the database.

### 4. Case Study

Since all MongoDB commands are considered in the study, the completeness of the study is confirmed. A case study in the field of banking is observed in the following.

One of the main activities is given the facility to the banks and the credit institutions. Their main challenge ensure the timely return of their principal and interest of the payment facility. Therefore, they need to have a comprehensive system to assess customer's credit to minimum the risk of their payment facility.

In this case study is studied the part of the facilities of a bank (related to the loan affairs). This case study is calculated the loan which awarded to a person based on the cases such as the age of the customer, turnover and customer relationship with the bank. Accordingly MongoDB database commands and XML were expressed by the fuzzy approach. Figure.
2 displays the membership function of the characteristics of age to determine the membership degree of age's customer in the case study of the banking system.

![Membership Function of Age](image)

*Figure 2. Fuzzy value for Age Attribute [17]*

- Add the client to the bank database
  The case study is implemented for the grammar of Insert in Table 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUZZY MAPPING</th>
<th>Fuzzy Mongo</th>
<th>Fuzzy XML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Command</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Insert        | &lt;db. customer.insert({
  Customer name : "mohammad",
  Customer street : "saadi",
  Customer age: #Middle-aged,
  Customer account number: 025056,
  Customer account balance: 5523970,
  Customer turnover : #medium,
  LRFM: #low },
|             | &lt;Customer name> mohammad &lt;/customer name&gt;,
|             | &lt;Customer street> Saadi&lt;/customer street&gt;,
|             | &lt;Customer age&gt;Middle-aged µ=0.9 &lt;/customer age&gt;,
|             | &lt;Customer account number&gt; 025056&lt;/Customer account number&gt;,
|             | &lt;Customer accounts balance&gt;55239700.
|             | &lt;/Customer accounts balance&gt;&lt;Customer turnover&gt;medium µ=0.8 &lt;/Customer turnover&gt;,
|             | &lt;LRFM&gt;low µ=0.1 &lt;/LRFM &gt;&lt;/loan&gt;
|             | &lt;/bank&gt;|

- Removing operation in the bank database
  The case study is implemented for the grammar of Delete in Table 8.
Table 8. Removing operation in the bank database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuzzy Mapping</th>
<th>Fuzzy Mongo</th>
<th>Fuzzy XML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Delete**    | >db.customer.remove( 
Customer accounts turnover:#{low}) 
>db.customer.drop() | <bank> <Delete><from> 
<Where Customer accounts turnover =low µ=0.3/> </Delete> </bank> |
| **Update**    | >db.Customer. Update
({Customer accounts balance: 5523970}, {$set: { New Customer turnover: #{medium}, } }) | <bank> <Update> 
<Where Customer accounts turnover =medium µ=0.4/> <Set Customer accounts turnover =medium µ=0.8/> </Update> </bank> |

- Update the customer characteristics in the bank database
  The case study is implemented for the grammar of Update in Table 9.

Table 9. Update the customer characteristics in the bank database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuzzy Mapping</th>
<th>Fuzzy Mongo</th>
<th>Fuzzy XML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Update**    | >db.Customer. Update
({Customer accounts balance: 5523970}, {$set: { New Customer turnover: #{medium}, } }) | <bank> <Update> 
<Where Customer accounts turnover =medium µ=0.4/> <Set Customer accounts turnover =medium µ=0.8/> </Update> </bank> |

- Query in the customer characteristics in the bank database
  The case study is implementation to the grammar of Query in Table 10.

The used data in the case study are used and studied from the data of the Tejarat Bank dataset belongs to the year of 1390. Assessment of the case study shows, for example, when the membership degree is 0.6, if the loan ceiling is 100 million Tomans then the allowed loan for the customer will be only 60 million Tomans.
Table 10. Query in the customer characteristics in the bank database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Fuzzy Mongo</th>
<th>Fuzzy XML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Query</td>
<td><code>&gt;db.customer.find({Customer turnover: #high})</code></td>
<td><code>&lt;xfsql&gt; &lt;query&gt; &lt;select&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>&lt;attribute name = Customer accounts turnover /&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>&lt;select&gt; &lt;from&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>&lt;class name=&quot;bank&quot; /&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>&lt;where&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>&lt;Customer accounts turnover = high µ = 0.8 /&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>&lt;/where&gt; &lt;/query&gt; &lt;/xfsql&gt;</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In the proposed method, we looked at the completeness of the work for keep the data. Therefore we showed the various commands in MongoDB by xml to demonstrate the completeness of the work.

Unprecedented volumes of data, connected data and the needs of scalability and performance for the volume of data changed this view that the relational databases are the only data management-based approach. Compatibility and availability, and scalability are three basic concepts that will determine which data management systems are appropriate for the desired program. Although, NOSQL systems are mainly used for new programs with the characteristics of horizontal scalability, high performance and conditional compatibility, but fortunately existing programs with reengineering process have turned to the use of NOSQL systems.

The point that should be noted in this regard is that the developer has to choose the right tool to do the thing he/she wants to. This means that for many common applications, traditional databases are the best solution yet and should not be considered finished. NOSQL databases are appropriate for specific items that enhance the performance of all their software suite. One could not conclude which database is right and which database is wrong by comparison, but it should be based on functional requirements select the appropriate database. Accordingly, this database examined based on some of the features.

Table 11 investigates the proposed method with four approaches based on object-oriented, Neo4J, Cassandra and XML. In the proposed method and object-oriented approach based, Neo4J and XML-based applied on fuzzy relations but in the Cassandra approach were not applied.

The proposed method and approaches based of the non-relational database supported all types of data including structured and unstructured data, but XML and object-oriented database, able to do not process unstructured data and the big data but support structured data.
Table 11. Survey of the completeness of the proposed method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy relations</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational operators</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>column oriented</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graph oriented</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unstructured data</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured data</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACID</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Data</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>join</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed method and approach Neo4J and Cassandra Unlike approaches on object-based and XML-based Neo4J based do not follow the ACID properties and relational operators. Neo4J and XML based and object oriented approaches used join for query, but the proposed method of approach and Cassandra approach has not been used join for query.

As mentioned above, we could not say which method is superior to another, it depends on the functional requirements and appropriate database is selected. In the proposed method applied the uncertainty in command, we could get closer to human language.

As future perspectives, we plan to (a) extend the fuzzy concept to description manipulating language dealing with data stored in a oriented document database of NoSQL, (b) Implementation of the Final Solution that allows read and write, and query flexibility to accept, (c) This database has many advanced capabilities and useful features such as database clustering, MapReduce and etc. that would be assessed in the future. (d) In this research, we express Fuzzy Mongo queries by label of F-XML and we don’t use XML as the database. In future research fuzzy data would be stored in the XML database.
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